PH CONSUL GENERAL MEETS WITH FILAM ORGANIZATION LEADERS IN MINOT CITY, NORTH DAKOTA

In her continued efforts to reach out to far-flung Filipino communities in the Midwest, Consul General Gina Jamoralin led a six-member team to the city of Minot, North Dakota, U.S.A., on Sunday, 16 December. On hand to meet her were community leaders from the Filam Organization, Minot Chapter, headed by Mr. Richard Calavera, association President, and Board of Director Members, Misses Jane B. Obispo and Epifania Moor-Brezini, and other members.

Nestled in the north-central region of North Dakota, Minot City is also known as "Magic City," commemorating its remarkable growth in size over a short time. Most widely-known for the Air Force base located approximately 15 miles north of the City, Minot is home to about 3,000 Filipinos, many of whom are working as nurses, medical technologists and teachers.

Coinciding with the consular outreach in the same location, Consul General Jamoralin in her meeting with the community leaders shared her thought of a more profound partnership and active engagement between the Consulate and the Filipino community in Minot. She discussed with them possible employment opportunities of Filipino migrants in Minot, as she saw the City a perfect destination for newcomers due to the affordable cost of living, the peaceful and orderly condition of the place, and the welcoming nature of its inhabitants.

The consular team rendered 144 services, including 117 passport applications, 5 dual citizenship petitions and 22 documents for legalization. END
A YOUNG PASSPORT APPLICANT TIMIDLY POSES FOR THE CAMERA
CHICAGO PCG’S CONSULAR TEAM IN ACTION

CHICAGO PCG’S MR. RAGAN O. MANING TAKES THE PHOTOGRAPH OF A YOUNG PASSPORT APPLICANT
DUAL CITIZENSHIP APPLICANTS JOIN CONSUL GENERAL GINA A. JAMORALIN SING THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL ANTHEM AFTER TAKING THEIR OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE PHILIPPINE FLAG

CHICAGO PCG’S CONSULAR TEAM AND OFFICERS OF THE FILAM ORGANIZATION, MINOT CHAPTER, POSE FOR PROSPERITY.
CONSUL GENERAL GINA A. JAMORALIN AWARDS A CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION TO MS. JANE B. OBISPO, OFFICER OF THE FILAM ORGANIZATION, MINOT CHAPTER.
CONSUL GENERAL GINA A. JAMORALIN AND MR. ALVAR E. ROSALES (MEMBER OF THE CONSULAR TEAM)-2ND FROM THE LEFT, ARE FLANKED BY THE OFFICERS OF THE FILAM ORGANIZATION, MINOT CHAPTER.